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From: Laura Schroeder <schroeder@water-law.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:41 AM
To: Micheline Fairbank <mfairbank@water.nv.gov>
Subject: Adjudication Commission-"Homework"
 
Homework:
            I met with Judge Wildman by phone today.  Judge Wildman is Idaho’s Supreme Court
Appointed Judge for adjudications.  Judge Wildman also sits as a District Judge for the Gooding
area and hears other matters.  Judge Wildman has been active for many years in the judicial
association called “Dividing the Waters” https://www.judges.org/dividing_the_waters/about-
dtw/   Judge Wildman is willing to meet with the Commission if and when that is helpful.  My
notes below are my own after speaking with him:
 

1. Education of Judges:  Dividing the Waters in conjunction with the National Judicial
College (NJC) is in the process of funding a project for online education of “water
judges” which will consist of modules that will be an in-depth look at water adjudication
issues, not water law 101.  I would recommend that the Commission work with the
Nevada Representative on Dividing the Waters to follow, support and participate in the
development of this program for those who might be appointed “water judges”

2. Selecting Judges: Legislation that would set up to three divisions that would combine
existing court  districts for which the Supreme Court would appoint in each division a
water judge, who was willing and completed the necessary water adjudication
education.  Following existing court boundaries would facilitate appointment without
creating new judicial districts and allow the Judges appointed to continue other case
work.  The key to a system of divisions is that all divisions would apply the same
procedural rules that the Supreme Court and legislation would adopt that likely  would
slightly deviate from the rules of civil procedure.  Also critical would be case
management software that would allow easy and free web access and electronic filing
so that all division judges could access the filings and decisions in order for there to be
consistency. 

3. Administration:  Once the adjudication have occurred, administration of the decrees
and water rights should continue in these “adjudication” courts to some level. 
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Certainly, the legislation should allow for judicial review to occur in those specialized
courts but perhaps given the caseload for contested cases at the State Engineer’s Office,
the Commission should be considering proposing some revisions to the administrative
law in Nevada to allow these “adjudication” courts to handle contested matters, but I
think the State Engineer’s Office could better advise if this is advisable and if so, what
the subject matter might be.
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